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ABSTRACT:

This paper proposes a set of rules for the automatic generation
of F0 contours for modern standard Arabic (MSA) affirmative
and interrogative sentences. The objective is to finalize a model
for the automatic processing of the intonative pattern in different
TTS systems (e.g. synthesis by formants using Klatt synthesizer
and synthesis by diphones, using a synthesizer based on PSOLA
algorithm). The approach is based on the perceptive description
of the Arabic intonation by extracting the pertinent variation of
the intonative curve using a suitable stylization.

1. INTRODUCTION:

Any synthesis method is language dependant. In this study the
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is chosen as a language
commonly understood by all the Arab countries. In MSA the
number of phones is 44 [1] and there exists five types of
syllables [2].

Text to speech synthesis deals with generating sound signals
from a written text of unlimited vocabulary. This operation is
composed of four stages:

1. Letter to sound conversion.

2. Phonological study.

3. Calculation of intonation curves.

4. Generating the sound signals.

This paper covers the third and fourth stages.

The intonation models are valid for synthesis by both diphones
and formants. These models depend exclusively on the syllabic
structure of the sentence but not on its syntactic structure. The
synthesized speech is rendered natural by imposing intonation
curves. Intonation curves are governed by the accentuation rules
of MSA. As Arabic is a pitch-accentuated language, modeling
was achieved taking into account several factors particularly the
lexical stress rules. These rules are determined from the syllabic
structure of the word [2].

One method of generating sound signals uses the formants as its
basic building blocks. Formants are the frequencies where the
energy of a sound is distributed. Klatt Synthesis is one of the
synthesizers that use the formants synthesis method. Klatt

synthesizer accepts the control parameters such as formant
frequency, formant bandwidth and fundamental frequency, as
well as source amplitudes and amplitude of parallel formants.
These control parameters are language dependant.

Previous work carried out in LESSA [9] dealt with determining
these control parameters, but paid little attention to the
intonation. In order to get more naturalness, our work has to
interfere at the level of the analysis of the text by applying the
intonation model achieved.

The second method is the synthesis by concatenating units of
sounds, which can be done in different ways. When the unit of
sound is a phone; the concatenation process proves to be
unsuccessful because of the lack of the transition between two
phones [8]. Larger units such as diphones and demisyllables
preserve the transition period in their middle, and thus
concatenation is done in the stable zone of the signal.

Synthesis by diphones has become a widely used method for
Text-to-Speech applications. In our work, it is applied for MSA
spoken by Palestinians. The tested synthesizer is the PSOLA
algorithm developed by the CNET/France [7,8], which already
showed high performances when applied to European languages
such as French, English, German, Spanish, etc.….

In this paper, we are going to expose firstly the phones of the
MSA. Secondly, we are going to give a brief description of the
text to speech synthesis methods used. In the third part, the
intonation models will be discussed followed by an evaluation
test for these models. Finally, the results of the evaluation test
carried out for the synthesized speech are given.

2. PHONES OF THE MSA SPOKEN
BY PALESTINIANS:

Modern Standard Arabic is defined as the language currently
used in the Arab world for communication in official discourse,
teaching, religious activities and literature. This definition gives
the impression that vocalization (i.e. articulation of vowels) is
identical for all Arabs. Actually this is not the case; the
colloquial Arabic of the speaker, i.e. his region of origin,
influences the MSA.

In Rajouani et al. [3], it was shown that MSA contains 12
vowels. This set is made up of the short /a/, /u/, / i/, and long /aa/,
/uu/, /ii/, and their pharyngealized counterparts (indicated in this
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paper by a colon, short V: and long VV:) that are not supported
orthographically: /a:/, /u:/, /i:/, /aa:/, /uu:/, /ii:/. The
pharyngealized vowels occur in the vicinity of one of the
pharyngeal consonants �� �� �� �  (in addition to � and �
in some phonetic environment). Pharyngealization propagates
forward and backward along a word according to certain rules
that are clarified in Rajouani et al. [3], Ghazeli [4] and Giannini
[5].

The six basic vowels of the MSA spoken by Palestinians are the
ones that are orthographically supported: ����� ����
����� �� �� �. These vowels are pharyngealized adjacent
to a pharyngeal consonant. According to Abdel Nour et al. [1],
other transformations take place under the influence of certain
phonetic contexts and with respect to some rules. There exists
also some words that are borrowed from other languages in
which the long vowel /oo/ appears, such as in the word / ozone/.

3. INTONATION MODELS:

In order to obtain an intonative model for the MSA, a corpus of
160 sentences was analyzed and stylized. A suitable stylization

aims to approach, at a perceptive level, the natural version by a
curve consisting of simple linear intonative movements. It was
hypothesized that there exists a correlation between the
intonative structure and the syntactic structure; however the
results obtained suggest that this assumption is very relative.
Previous studies for the Arabic intonation were based upon the
syntactic analyzer and the equality of the number of prominence
and number of stressed syllables. Our rules aim to get rid of the
dependence on this syntactic analysis. Our results indicate that
there was no need for the syntactic structure of the utterance to
accomplish the work. All we need is a syllabic analysis that
allows determining the location of the local maxima in the
intonative curve, and with the help of accentuation rules we will
be able to generate the F0 curve. In MSA, there are 5 types of
syllables considered [2]: CV CVV CVC CVVC CVCC, where,
C represents a constant and V represents a short vowel and VV
represents a long vowel. Each syllable contains one and only
one vowel, so the number of syllables in a word is equal to the
number of its vowels. Each syllable must start with a consonant.

In order to obtain an intonation model some steps were carried
out. First determining the pitch levels and the contour shapes of
the original speech material by means of acoustical analysis.

Second, stylization of the F0 curves was carried out. The
stylized F0 curves were established based on the well known
perceptual approach [6]. The resulting curve consists of a
minimum number of ascending and descending linear segments.

In literature, there exits some studies about the Arabic intonation.
They were based upon:

1. Syntactic analysis

2. Equality of the number of prominence and number of
stressed syllables.

In the work of [10] and [11], the syntactic information was
determined with the help of intonative markers positioned
manually by the user in the utterance to be treated, since, to our
time there is no automatic syntactic analyzer for the Arabic
language. Our rules aim to get rid of the dependence on this
syntactic analysis. The methods applied at present use the
lexical accents at the level of words to define the fundamental
frequency curve. They also use the correlation of the intonative
curves with the syntactic structure. Results show that it is

possible to get rid of this correlation and also reduce the number
of maxima with respect to the number of accentuated syllables
(Figures 1 and 2).

To obtain the intonation curve, we have to begin by analyzing
the phonetic file in order to determine the nature of the sentence
treated, whether declarative or interrogative or any other kind of
sentences. Then syllabification is carried out to determine the
different types of syllables constituting the sentence. According
to the type of syllables, the place of the lexical accent is
determined. Taking into account that it is not necessary to have
as many peaks as number of lexical accents, the rules are
checked in order to get the final intonation curve. This curve is
injected in the parameters file given to the synthesizer, and as a
result a natural utterance is produced.

Figure 1: The stylised curve of an interrogative sentence before
final simplification. /hal ?akala muhammadun tufahatan/  ?  =
Did Mohammed eat an apple ?.

We noticed that in Arabic there are two forms of intonation
curves:



1. Ascending final curve: where at least the last local
maximum is higher than the neighboring local maxima.
This type appears in the interrogative sentences needing an
answer as yes or no (YNQ), that either contains the
interrogative marker (IM): “/hal/” or “/?a/”, or does not
contain IM, Figure 2.

2. Descending curve: where the first local maximum is
higher than that following and the following is higher than
that after it and so on. This is the case for declarative
sentences and questions other than YNQ.

After carrying out the stylization, it was noticed that a better
result could be obtained from a perceptive point of view without
considering all the lexical accents, which led us to formulate a
rule for the suggested model: the number of peaks of the
intonative curve should be different from and even less than the
number of lexical accents.

Figure 2: The stylized curve of an interrogative sentence after
final simplification. /hal ?akala muhammadun tufahatan/  ?  =
Did Mohammed eat an apple?

Intensive perception tests for the synthetic stimuli allowed the
validation of a set of quantitative F0 control rules. They are
function of:

1. The number of words (number of syllables).

2. The syllabic structure of the words, which controls the
emplacement of the local maxima.

3. The range of F0 variations depending on the type of
IM and the length of the sentence.

The stylized F0 curves of declarative utterances have two local
maxima at the first and the last stressed syllables. There is a
certain declination in the values of the two maxima; that is, the
first maximum is higher than the second one. For YNQ, the F0
curves have a rising tendency at the end of the utterance. For
short utterances with or without the interrogative marker, there
is a specific rising pitch movement starting at the beginning of
the last stressed syllable. For the longer utterances, there is a
local maximum over the first stressed syllable of the utterance
and another maximum over the stressed syllable of the last word.

That leads us to the conclusion that the number of prominent
maxima in F0 curves is not necessarily equal to the number of
words of the utterance, contrary to the results reported
previously for Arabic.

4. EVALUATION OF THE INTONATION
MODEL:

Intensive perception tests for the synthetic stimuli allowed the
validation of a set of quantitative F0 control rules. Preference
perceptual evaluation was carried out with ten listeners.

A preference test was designed where 6 subjects participated in
choosing the most natural utterance of a doublet of different
syntactic structures. There were 4 versions of each utterance
where one of them was the original signal synthesized while the
three others were synthesized with different stylized F0 curves.
The signals were analyzed and synthesized using [12].

In order to obtain the stimuli of the test 12 utterances of the
corpus were used each representing a different combination and
complexity of words. Each utterance was synthesized with 3
different intonative curves resulting in mod1, mod2, and mod3.
The difference between these three models resulted from either
changing the F0 value or the location of the accentuation. Then
a pair was formed randomly, containing either the original
synthesized signal (OSS) with one of the models, or a pair of the
models. The original signal was not used in this evaluation but
its synthesized version (OSS) in order to eliminate any
difference caused by the analysis/synthesis program used.

The two stimuli were separated by one second and each pair was
separated by 3 sec to allow the listener to give his answer.

The test was as follows: The listener should hear a pair of
Arabic utterances. After hearing each pair he has to compare and
indicate the most convenient intonation. The choice will be as
follows:

1. if he prefers the first utterance, then chooses “A”

2. if he prefers the second utterance then chooses “B”

3. if he finds it impossible to differentiate between the
two then he chooses equivalent “C”.

The test was carried out twice, first without a session of teaching
them how to differentiate. Then a second one was carried out
after explaining to the listeners how to better judge the
difference.

The results shown in Table 1 (next page) represent the
percentage of choosing the corresponding choice. Looking at
Table 1, we can see that the choice C has the highest percentage;
accordingly most of the models chosen were perceptively
equivalent to the OSS. Choice A has the least percentage, which
shows that the OSS was preferred least. Many times also our
model was even better than the OSS especially when the
program used, imprecisely determined the pitch value at certain
locations. Where the percentage in column B is high, that is
where we have tried to change the comparison. Instead of
having the comparison pair as (OSS-mod1) or (mod1-mod2), we
had (mod2-mod1), where mod1 was the preferred model and



mod2 corresponded to the model that had an accent location
different from our criteria. This was done in order to be sure that
the listener did not choose systematically the first utterance that
he listened to or the second one respectively.

Results showed that one of the versions was perceptually equal
to the natural utterance. This version was the one that we chose
to be our model.

5. EVALUATION OF THE SYNTHESISED
SPEECH:

Evaluation was done with texts from a daily newspaper that
dealt with different subjects, in order to have a large vocabulary
and cover a large percentage (almost 70%) of the spectrum of
diphones. These texts were transcribed into phones and
synthesized with intonation to enhance naturalness.

The evaluation procedure consisted of dictating the synthesized
texts to ten Palestinian university students. Synthesized
sentences in a text were separated by adequate intervals to leave
enough time for writing. The dictation of a particular text was
performed once by a personal computer.

The dictations were then studied at three levels: the sentence
level, the word level and the phone level. The first one gave a
rather global evaluation; the second gave an indication on the
validity of some segmentation rules, and the third one to verify
the adopted phonetic description and conversion of MSA texts.

Results taken from the texts written by the audience indicated
that the synthesizer performed very clear utterances at sentence,
word, and phone levels.

1 2 3 4         Comparisons:
Utterances: A B C A B C A B C A B C

V 34 8 58 67 33 0 8 0 92 25 8 67
V+S 33 17 50 8 75 17 58 8 34 66 17 17

V+S+O 50 25 25 25 25 50 17 66 17 8 42 50

V? 17 8 75 42 50 8 58 17 25 34 0 67
V+S ? 34 33 33 17 25 58 25 25 50 17 33 50

V+S+O ? 17 0 83 8 17 75 0 50 50 50 17 33

HAL+V ? 50 17 33 25 25 50 8 42 50 25 8 67
HAL+V+S ? 25 50 25 0 17 83 50 50 0 42 33 25

HAL+V+S+O 33 25 42 34 58 8 33 33 33 8 42 50

?A+V ? 8 8 84 25 17 58 75 17 8 17 25 58
?A+V+S ? 17 8 75 34 8 58 0 58 42 50 17 33

?A+V+S+O ? 25 25 50 25 0 75 33 17 50 42 8 50

Ayna+V+S ? 50 25 25 42 8 50 25 33 42 50 8 42
Ayna+V+S+O ? 42 8 50 25 8 67 17 33 50

Kaifa+V+S ? 42 8 50 17 17 66 25 67 8 42 8 50
Kaifa +V+S+O ? 17 17 66 8 50 42 33 17 50 25 33 42

Limaava +V+S ? 42 25 33 8 42 50 58 8 33 33 17 50
Limaava+V+S+O? 34 8 58 42 16 42 50 25 25 25 8 67

Mataa+V+S ? 33 42 25 17 33 50 17 33 50 33 25 42
Mataa+V+S+O ? 50 0 50 33 33 34 17 50 33 34 8 58

Table 1.: Evaluation test results for the stylized F0 curves. The
numbers represent the percentage of choosing the corresponding
choice.

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES:

Text-to-Speech Synthesis by diphones using PSOLA was
successfully used for the MSA. Although the synthesized
sentences were clear, the addition of the intonation curves
ameliorated the perception. The results of our instrumental study
of the intonation characteristics of interrogativity in standard
Arabic were used to finalize the model for the automatic
processing of the intonative pattern in a TTS system. The results
show that we can obtain a natural intonation without the need of
using a syntactic analyzer and using as little information as
possible about the utterance treated. Further study should be
carried out with a larger corpus, for a longer syntax and for other
types of sentences like the exclamation and imperative sentences.
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